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LOGIX is a next generation software suite including an entirely new application, combined with the 

custom graphic tool LOGIX Builder. You can now build your entire customer’s solution using a unified 

toolset optimized for efficient workflow. The technology leverages powerful tagging and data modelling 

which means you can use queries to access data and eliminate time consuming linking. LOGIX was 

designed to encourage community collaboration and seamlessly supports add-on applications such as 

automated analytics.

• Next generation Building Automation framework

• Featuring an entirely new application server

• A unified applications suite optimized for efficient workflow

• The technology leverages powerful tagging and data modeling

• Uses queries to access data and eliminate time consuming linking

• Designed to be open and to encourage communication
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FLEXIBLE ARCHITECTURE

AUTOMATED POINT GRAPHICS

ALARMS / FAULT DETECTION & DIAGNOSIS

The LOGIX Framework can run at every level of the 

architecture: cloud, server, global controller and even in 

edge devices. You can have a single platform, eliminating 

the duplicated efforts of individual software development 

of each level. You can choose your products because 

they “drop right into” their next project, saving labor and 

creating more profits.

Imagine graphics that are automatically generated: 

navigation, point summaries and links to histories that 

simply work on a phone, tablet or desktop, without 

any laborious setup. All can be combined with custom 

graphics that can be created super-fast. You are free 

to make any graphic you want with your data by using 

JavaScript & HTML5. Create complete user experiences 

by simply tagging, dynamically generate; navigation, 

graphics, linking to histories, and commanding of points, 

all automatically with zero effort.

In LOGIX the approach to alarming is radically changed 

and creating and managing alarms is much easier. You 

can now create alarms and FDD (Fault Detection & 

Diagnosis) sequences once and reuse them everywhere. 

Take alarming to the next level with fault detection and 

diagnostics. It is now possible to create multi variable 

conditions for events and integrate those results with 

control logic.



SCHEDULES

NOTES

DATA SOURCE CONNECTIVITY

BLOCK-LINE CONTROL LOGIC

A brand-new approach to scheduling, we have eliminated 

the difficulty of linking schedules to equipment and 

the labor-intensive aspects of schedule management. 

Enterprise software that dynamically creates, links, and 

globally edits schedules. A new paradigm for enabling 

simple and fast management of schedules that provides 

value for your customers.

The notes app is built in to LOGIX enabling you and your 

customers to add messages related to any equipment in 

the database. Notes can be sorted, assigned to users, 

and even have open/closed status.

The data source connectivity framework includes an ever-increasing list of protocols for device connectivity, 

plus you can also easily create your own leveraging the technology such as BACnet, Haystack, Modbus 

& more…

We took the simplicity of block programming and the powerful logic of line programming to create a 

new combination called B-Line. With B-Line you can create control sequences once and reuse them 

everywhere. The block-line is a revolutionary approach to control logic that combines the simplicity of 

block programing and the flexibility of line programing. When applied to tagged points, a single sequence 

can be leveraged across an entire project.

ENTERPRISE INTEGRATION

The Framework includes connectivity to a variety of business application’s data sources though SQL, 

XML, or simple CSV files. It provides integrations that reach beyond traditional building automation 

systems information.



LOGIX SYNC

HISTORIAN

MOBILE SUPPORT

Associate graphics, alarms, schedules, and control logic with devices and the Framework automatically 

enables dynamic creation of database content, even synchronizing through remote logics host stations.

Create ad hoc charts to compare data on the fly using drag and drop points. You can use the powerful 

roll up feature and even share custom views with a simple URL via email. The framework incorporated 

an advanced historian that can scale from the smallest embedded edge device to the largest enterprise 

server. One technology provides simplicity by design.

The Framework provides dynamically created HTML5 experiences for mobile devices. Included is a 

powerful graphics tool.

REPORTING, SCRIPTING ENGINE

TAGGING MODEL

WEB/HTML5 DEVELOPMENT PLATFORM

Differentiate your offering by leveraging tagged data and the built-in powerful scripting engine. Combined 

with flexible reporting, feature rich automatically generated reports are easy to deliver.

With the framework you can create solutions that are implemented faster than ever using data modeling 

and tagging technology built to leverage the meaning of data.

Empower your developers with user friendly JavaScript libraries and HTML5 tools to create web based; 

configuration tools, custom applications, and differentiated user experiences.



FOLIO DB

DB BUILDER 

The Framework provides dynamically created HTML5 

experiences for mobile devices. Included is a powerful 

graphics tool.

A powerful tool for creating your tagged database and the 

Haystack standard is built right in. You can add histories, 

create relationships, and view points, all with a single 

app. 

Want to start? Now you can start right away. Just contact 

us at sales@datosiot.com

Notes:

Software pricing worksheet for LOGIX Server platform (Not Including analytics)

• A Site is a building or an entity that has an address which will be used for navigation of data

• A point represents hardware inputs, outputs, and software points that are continuously subscribed  

   (Used for collecting history, or used in control, or for alarming)

• All the configure points under a piece of equipment simply count as a single additional Point (Cap)

• A Cap is a way to give value each of the metrics -1 site = 20 Caps, 1 point = 1 Cap, 1 equip=1 Cap

• The price per Cap gets lower the bigger the bundle size (meaning there is a built-in discount for buying  

   bigger Cap bundles)

• Software upgrades are free for the first year, then 18% of the total coast each year after – not mandatory.



Order References

BM-LOGIX-100G-10-WIN-IoT Logix Base hardware servers. Optional: It can run on

BM-LOGIX-210G-50-WIN-IoT any dedicated servers.

    

BM-LOGIX-CAP100    Logix license, upgrade mix and match with other packs, provides

    capacity (CAP) of 100.

BM-LOGIX-CAP500   Logix license, upgrade mix and match with other packs, provides

    capacity (CAP) of 500.

BM-LOGIX-CAP0001K  Logix license, upgrade mix and match with other packs, provides

    capacity (CAP) of 1K.

BM-LOGIX-CAP0002K  Logix license, upgrade mix and match with other packs, provides

    capacity (CAP) of 2K.

BM-LOGIX-CAP0005K  Logix license, upgrade mix and match with other packs, provides

    capacity (CAP) of 5K.

BM-LOGIX-CAP0010K   Logix license, upgrade mix and match with other packs, provides

    capacity (CAP) of 10K.

BM-LOGIX-CAP0100K  Logix license, upgrade mix and match with other packs, provides

    capacity (CAP) of 100K.

BM-LOGIX-CAP-LIC-CHG   Logix license change fee of modify existing license, fee is waived

    for orders adding 1K or greater
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3RD PARTY APPS

Enterprise Connectivity
SQL, Haystack, CSV, XML

Automatically

Scripting &
Reporting Engine

Generated Graphics

Simplified Alarming 

Powerful Scheduling

Seamless Realtime &
Historical Database

Revolutionary
Control Logic

Device Connectivity
oBix, Haystack, BACNet, Sedona...
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USA:
171 COOPER AVENUE, SITE 110 
TONAWANDA, NY 14150 USA.
LOCAL: 1-716-877-7277
FAX: 1-866-331-3341

MIDDLE EAST:
P O BOX NO 126312 OFFICE 
SUITE 106, OXFORD TOWER 
BUSINESS BAY, DUBAI,UAE
TEL: +971 4 565 7672 

CANADA:
351 FERRIER STREET, UNIT 5 
MARKHAM, ONTARIO L3R 5Z2, 
CANADA.
TEL: 416-410-6865 
FAX: 1-866-331-3341 


